On behalf of the Association of Program Directors in Internal Medicine (APDIM), thank you for speaking at the 2009 APDIM Chief Residents Meeting, held as part of the 2009 APDIM Spring Conference, April 26-29 at the Hyatt Regency Dallas in Dallas, TX.

For your reference, I have included the evaluation summary for your session, Plenary Session IV, “Clinical Coaching.” These scores are based on a scale of one to seven (one being low and seven being high).

Presentation 6.60 from 268 responses
Content 6.43 from 252 responses

Session and Individual Speaker Comments:
• amazing!!
• outstanding
• The best presentation I had in years!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
• One of the best talks I have ever been to. Absolutely fascinating! I hope to incorporate many of Dr. Wiese's recommendations into my own teaching.
• Amazing! One of the most entertaining, delightful, fun, inspiring, educational lectures I have ever, ever attended in my 20+ years of being in school or training! I wish I had video taped it so I could watch it and be energized by it all over again. Dr. Wiese seems like a wonderful teacher and role model -- the Tulane residents are lucky.
• By far, the best speaker and "coach" I have ever seen. Many of us were hoping to be able to go to Tulane and work with him or bring him to our programs. He is fabulous. I am honored that he shared his gift with me.
• Phenomenal.
• Best session!
• Dr Wiese made it appear very easy to teach. He made us aware that the simpler the things are made the easier it is to remember and guide others.
• excellent
• One of the best speakers I've ever heard.
• is there a very very high
• WOW!!! astounding!!! inspiring!!!! A must for next few meetings. That too as the last session of the day.
• always fantastic!
• This was an incredible talk- one of the most inspirational talks I've ever seen.
• Dr. Wiese is always great; very motivating.
• Second time I have seen this talk, and just as helpful
• I loved his approach. It is one that I will defintely take with me to teach residents.
• energetic and entertaining
• dynamic speaker with top-notch skills at capturing the audience; delivered meaningful constructs
• Great!
• Best presentation by far.
• OUTSTANDING presenter...is he a stand-up comic on the side?

• Wow, I've never been as mesmerized by the presentation and topic. I will use this material often.
• this may be the most inspiring presentation i've ever been to. honestly!!
• the best lecture
• Great Speaker!!!!!
• Excellent presentation. Would recommend speaking at future events.
• FANTASTIC!! Made me excited to be a chief. best speaker of the conference.
• Excellent enthusiasm and energy. Incredibly electrifying presentation.

Some of the content was a bit rushed, and the talk ran long.
• Highly entertaining and useful.
• Great speaker! He could make a living out of motivational speaking.
• One of the most engaging, entertaining and educational speakers
• This session was amazingly inspirational! Easily the best presentation of the conference.
• Absolutely the best session of the course. Absolutely unique way of finding difficult issues simple to understand. Makes you want to repeat internship in Tulane.
• Can i take him home with me please?
• Best talk of the conference
• Funny, memorable, and actually useful! Liked the teaching examples.
• Very entertaining and engaging, but the topic was not that applicable.

Could have been condensed with the “teaching residents to teach” session.
• Great talk; great energy. The other speakers should take some notes from this guy
• Most enjoyable talk in the meeting. Very good speaker.
• Probably the best speaker that I have heard, ever. An inspiration to be a great teacher and role model in the next year. Excellent demonstrations of his points and techniques.
• Excellent speaker. Motivating. Gave great teaching tips.
• this was the best part!!
• wonderful humor filled talk
• Great ideas, enthusiastic speaker
• Excellent speaker. Would love to have him come teach our residents.
• Unbelievably great speaker. Simply amazing.
• Endlessly entertaining
• Really nicely presented-obviously very engaging. I thought his methods of teaching were great
• fantastic speaker.
• Awesome. Helpful info and fabulous presentation style.
• THE BEST, ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC!! Very inspirational, good and funny. One of the best speakers I've ever heard.
• best session of the conference
• Outstanding
• Fast paced and interesting.
• a fantastic presentation

• One of the highlights of the entire meeting.
• Phenomenal!
• Best of the conference.
• Highly energetic and entertaining. A nice finish to the day.
• Overall an outstanding presentation that relayed how to effectively teach as a chief resident with concrete examples.
• The speaker was entertaining.
• Engaging and outstanding speaker. He should do the whole conference.
• don’t know how to comment on this, other than he should take his show on the road. superb motivational speaker.
• Highly engaging, humorous, and fun. The idea of being a “coach” instead of just a “teacher” was truly an effective concept.
• Very dynamic speaker. Very enjoyable.
• PERFECT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
• Fascinating. Best session among all.
• Very humorous speaker. Some good practical tips.
• One of the most engaging, entertaining speakers I’ve ever heard!

Again, thank you. If you have any questions regarding this email, the evaluation process, or 2009 APDIM Spring Conference, please contact me